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Kinderen Philosophy  -  Kaupapa o Kinderen 
Children will be cared for in a warm and loving environment, which 

stimulates and promotes good health and learning.  
Hei tiaki tamariki i roto i te mahana me te aroha, ka pakari to ora 

me te matauranga. 
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‘Kinderen’ means ‘Children’ - Our Story 
 

Kinderen was founded by Karen Vandenberg in 1986 when she saw 
a need in the New Plymouth community for mothers returning to work 
and looking for a safe place of caring and warmth for their children. She 
welcomed these children into her family home and set her nursing 
training to good use in caring specifically for young babies. The need for 
childcare grew and grew until Karen moved to purchasing first the 
preschool, then the little centre and moved Kinderen to Buller street 
where the centres are still situated today. 

Karen's belief that young children needed to be loved and cared for 
in genuine warm relationships is the foundation of everything we still do 
today at Kinderen. Her commitment to providing a support network for 
children and their families is still adhered to and we are proud that our 
families feel they can rely on us and form such close attachments to the 
people and environment that make up Kinderen. 

When the New Zealand Ministry of Education were writing Te 
Whāriki – our National Early Childhood Curriculum – they sent a draft to 
Karen to read and comment on, from this curriculum arose her written 
philosophy for Kinderen. 

  
At Kinderen we are committed to providing high quality care and 

education. Children learn and thrive at Kinderen because the children 
come first and the staff work closely with parents and whānau to create a 
partnership that offers each child the highest quality individual care and 
learning opportunities possible. 
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ABOUT US 
At Kinderen we believe completely that a child’s relationships and 

interactions with others shape cognitive, physical and emotional learning 
– and the first years of a child’s life are the MOST important for this 

foundational learning! 
  

Kinderen Little Centre 0-3 yrs (66 Buller Street) 
  
 Kindren’s Little Centre is all about children and their families feeling 
as though they are going to Grandma’s for the day. When you walk in, 
you are likely to smell good things from the kitchen hub, the teachers are 
gentle and nurturing, they love the children with genuine warmth and 
caring. The Little Centre provides educational resources and learning 
opportunities woven throughout the care routines of the day. 
  
 Our Little Centre is licensed for 21 children, this means we have a 
lovely small group and can implement primary care giving in a 
meaningful and sustainable way. Infants are settled into the nursery with 
two teachers who work opposite shifts each day, meaning one of them is 
always here. That leaves four teachers with whom children and their 
families can choose who they are most comfortable with to 
communicate and interact with. 
  
 Each child is cared for according to their own routine and whānau 
wishes and the teachers follow each child’s individual needs closely – 
children under 2 years old have a ‘notebook’  for parents and teachers to 
write in and keep each other up-to-date with all the little and big things 
that happen each day. 
At the Little Centre, all meals, bottles and nappies are provided as well as 
an excellent ‘above ministry standards’ 
ratio of 1 Teacher to every 3 children 
under 2 years old. The 2 year olds ratio is 
slightly higher at 1 Teacher to every 4 
children as they are working hard to 
become more independent.  
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ABOUT US 
 

Kinderen Preschool 2-6 yrs (31 Buller Street) 
  
 Kinderen’s Preschool is like going to your favourite Aunties for the 
day, there are lots of people to play with and learn from and lots of 
interesting, fun and exciting resources to use. The teachers are gentle 
and nurturing with a love of fun and learning, they enjoy stimulating 
children's curiosity and researching new ideas together. Teaching focuses 
very strongly on caring for ourselves, each other and our environment, 
creating happy, empathetic young people who are confident and 
competent socially, physically and cognitively. 
  
 At the Preschool, all meals are provided so you can spend time with 
your children when you are home together, rather than having to 
organise lunch boxes. Meal times are a ritual where we come together 
with our friends and eat and chat and learn positive healthy attitudes 
toward food and caring for our bodies. Part of our ‘Transition to school’ 
group enables children to experience making their lunch and packing it 
into a lunchbox, they are then able to practice eating together, opening 
yoghurt containers and glad wrap and eating whole fruit, just as they 
would need to at school. 
  
 Our Preschool is licensed for 28 children, a small group, more like a 
family and less like an institution! This means we can supply things that 
many other Early Childhood Services cannot, e.g. very small group 
teacher directed transition to school program, regular trips and outings 
into the community, baking, reading, gardening and many other REAL 
LIFE experiences that children often have when they are home with their 
parents. 
 

Our Kinderen centres 
are different to other 

centres in so many 
ways—we truly are like 

an extension of your 
home. 
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Transitions 
 
 Life for all children is a series of transitions and each time a child has 
a change in their life pattern they should be as well prepared as possible 
to be able to deal with the changes in a positive and happy manner. 
Kinderen has transition programmes in place for all children. There are 
smaller in house transition programmes as per the one from nursery to 
toddler room at the Little Centre and there are larger programmes in 
place as per the ones below for older children. 
 

For toddlers moving to the Preschool 
 When children move to a new environment they need time to adjust 
and become comfortable before they are left. To ensure this transition to 
the Preschool is as smooth as possible for your child we follow a certain 
procedure.  First a discussion with you the Parent or Caregiver about 
your child's readiness for moving and how long before the move actually 
happens. 
        
We judge readiness in several things: 
1. Is this child ready for more people and peer interaction? 
2. Are they able to cope with more stimulation? 
3. Are the Parents happy about them moving up? 
4. Do we have the space in the Preschool? 
5. Have we been taking them for regular visits? 
 
  We have in-depth ‘Transition to Preschool’ handbooks available 
which you will receive when your child turns 2yrs old, if you wish to read 
one before then, please ask a staff  member for one. 
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OUR CURRICULUM 
  Kinderen runs a child-led, teacher-implemented programme. 

The children create learning within the environment the adults have 
created for them that matches their interests and development. This 
environment provides learning experiences that involve thinking, 
moving, feeling and being—cognitive, physical emotional and spiritual. 
The New Zealand early childhood curriculum-Te Whāriki is our guiding 
document. It focuses our teaching and learning on the areas of 
Belonging, Wellbeing, Communication, Contribution and Exploration. The 
intent of Te Whāriki is for children “to grow up as competent, confident 
individuals, healthy in mind, body and spirit, secure in their sense of 
belonging and in the knowledge that they make a valued contribution to 
society” (MoE, 1996, p.9). 
  
 At Kinderen, our main focus and daily programme revolve around 
the care and wellbeing of your child. As your child settles in they begin to 
feel a sense of belonging and security. We believe that this foundation of 
wellbeing and belonging promotes safety, trust and happiness. From this 
position of trust we build reciprocal and responsive relationships by 
communication.  Learning occurs when children interact with the 
environment that stimulates their thinking, encourages movement and 
exploration,’ and when teachers provide feedback and challenge in this 
supportive environment. Children also contribute to their own and each 
other’s learning as they learn to work and play together  
 

 Excursions from Kinderen follow a strict set of guidelines designed to 
ensure the safety of your children. All excursions will require your 
permission in writing.  Parents are encouraged to take part in these trips 
if they are able. 
 

Learning Records: Kinderen uses an on-line portfolio system called 

Storypark. Portfolios belong to each individual child and are storybooks 
of that child’s learning pathways, interests, and skills as they grow and 
learn. It records teachers words, often with photos and/or videos, of the 
activities your child takes part in at Kinderen, it is very interactive and 
parents are invited and warmly welcomed to record their own stories, 
photos and videos as well as commenting on the teachers entries. 
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Starting at Kinderen – what you need to do and bring 
  
As we supply most of your child’s needs, what you bring has more to do 
with helping your child to feel at home. 
 
We suggest that you bring:  
A named favourite toy or bedtime rug. 
A named bag of some sort for your child’s belongings. 
A named change of clothes as we do get into all sorts of activities. 
A named swim or plastic bag for wet and soiled clothes. 
A named toothbrush the right size for your child. We will help them use 
it. 
A nappy for your child to go home in (Kinderen supplies other nappies 
during the day as needed). 
A notebook or diary for your child when they are attending the Little 
Centre. We will write up your child's day in this book and we encourage 
you to write notes to us that will help us meet your child's daily needs. 
 

 Make sure your child wears clothing that is able to get dirty. We do 
our best to use washable paints etc. but sometimes they still stain. 

 
 Please name all your children’s clothes, shoes and hats. This will 
help us both make sure the right clothing goes home with the right child. 
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Where to find information – who to talk to about things 
 
Nicola Vandenberg – Centre Manager Ph. 7582884 
I welcome the opportunity to chat with you at any time  
 
 
Shona Flannery – Administrator (ph 7582884) 
Booking enquiries, change of hours, Invoice and fees queries, 
WINZ subsidies, ECE booking changes 
 

Alison Terwiel – Head Teacher (Kaiako) Little Centre (ph 7582884) 
or 

Eme Makatoa – Head Teacher (Kaiako) Preschoolers (ph 7588518) 
 Curriculum 

 Pastoral care 
 Diet restrictions 

 One-off extra bookings 
 
Person with responsibility (this is a senior teacher and is clearly listed for 
each day on the notice board in each centre) 
 Day to day changes in children’s routine 
 Medication requirements (forms need to be filled in) 
 Greeting and fare welling children  
 
 

Trouble shooting 

 If you have an issue with something happening (or not, as the case 
may be) and your concern is minor please feel free to speak informally to 
whichever staff member you feel most comfortable with.  However if 
your concern is major then please make an appointment to see either 
the Head Teacher or the Manager.  If the problem persists you are 
advised to make contact with the Ministry of Education on 06 349 6310  
 
 There will always be someone available to see parents at a time that 
is convenient to you. A concern/complaints procedure is displayed on the 
parents’ notice board at both centres.  
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Illness that occurs in the centre (refer to policy and 
procedures manual for full version) 
 
These are the procedures that the teachers are required to follow in the 

event of your child becoming ill while at the centre. 
 
1. Does this person (child or adult) have a fever? If no, they stay.  If yes, 

they go home. Temperatures under 37.5 are considered normal, 
however because we take temperatures under the arm we will 
consider a child has a high temperature when it is 37.3 degrees or 
more. When taking a child’s temperature, times and readings will be 
noted in the daily diary. The thermometer is kept in the cabinet.  Staff 
are asked to use their intuition, if the child looks unwell they probably 
are. Check with the parent. 

 
Staff action is required when temperature exceeds 37.3 degrees or more 

under the arm.  Strip the child down, cool sponge if very high, take 
temperature again at 15 minute intervals. 

 
2. Does this person show signs of an infectious illness and has recently (5 

to 10 days) been in contact with an infectious illness as listed in the 
contagious diseases list? If no, they stay.  If yes, they go home. (note: 
infectious illnesses are where any other person coming into contact 
with the sick person or something that person has touched is at risk of 
catching the ailment as well). 
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3. Has this child vomited or discharged diarrhoea in the last 24 hours? If 
yes they stay home until they are 24 hours clear of any vomiting or 
diarrhoea. If they become ill at Kinderen with vomiting or diarrhoea, 
they will be cleaned, consoled and isolated from other children until a 
caregiver can pick them up, they must then stay home 24 hours from 
the last episode. 

 
4. Is the person/child inconsolable? (i.e. Child crying continuously for      
more than 20 minutes or intermittently for more than one hour) If yes, 
they go home.  This must be a senior staff judgment call made in 
conjunction with the child’s parents/caregivers. Ring parent for a 
discussion first before making the decision. 
 
5. If a child needs to have medicine, it will need to be written up in the 

medicine book that is kept by the phone.  Parents must sign daily for 
medicine to be given to their child. No medicine is to be administered 
without a signature.  If in doubt ring the parents before administering. 

 
 
 

Please ask to read any policies and/or procedures from the 
booklets available that you are interested in. 
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0-3 years -  66 Buller Street - Little Centre  
All food and beverages supplied, disposable nappies supplied. 

Baby formula supplied to children younger than 13months and booked hours for 
more than 18 hours per week. 

 

Kinderen Daycare Centre Fees and Payment Information 
No minimum hours required – all needs catered for.  

WINZ and 20 hours ECE available. 

2 – 6 years - 31 Buller Street -  Preschool 
All food and beverages supplied, free trips inside city limits 

 
Kinderen Preschool 3-6 years Accessing 20 hours ECE Funding (available to all 
children from 3 years old) 

Both centres 
Parents/ whānau or Kinderen Daycare Centres Ltd must give two weeks’ notice in writing of their desire to change 

this optional charges agreement or base fees. 
 

Discount for two or more children at 10% per child 
Fees will be charged for statutory holidays 

Work and Income childcare subsidy is available 
 

Sickness : There are no holding fees for sickness. 
Holidays: 80%Holding fees for holidays booked two weeks in advance for full weeks only up to a maximum of 3 

weeks. 
 

    

Hourly  Rate* $9.70 per hour 

Day rate 6-7.75 hours $50.00 per day 

Day rate 8-10 hours $60.00 per day 

Afternoon rate 1pm to 5pm $24.00 for 4 hours 

Capped weekly rate $255.00 per week 

    

Hourly Rate $9.70 per hour 

Day rate 6-7.75 hours $50.00 per day 

Day rate 8-10 hours $60.00 per day 

Afternoon rate 1pm to 5pm $24.00 for 4 hours 

Capped weekly rate $255.00 per week 

20 Hours per week (up to 6 hours per day 
High Quality fee ) 

$2.80 per hour 

Over 20 hours per week (over 6 hours per 
day) 

$8.40 per hour 

Afternoon Special rate 1pm -5pm $4.00 per day 

Capped weekly rate $255.00 per week 

Kinderen Preschool 2-6 years Children under 3 and those Accessing WINZ funding 
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. 

 
 

What payment covers 
  
 A significantly better than required staff ratio working with your 

children 
 All food and beverages, the staff member required to prepare the 

menu, purchase and prepare the food and do the clean up.  Meals 
include:  Breakfast if needed, am and pm tea, cooked lunch or 
sandwiches and desserts, fresh fruit and vegetables daily, check out 
the weekly menu. We follow the Food and Nutrition for Healthy 
Confident Kids (Ministry of Education guidelines). 

 Unlimited excursions at no extra costs unless these require an 
admittance fee or are outside city limits.  

 No extra fund raising. 

 Disposable napkins and milk formula at the infant centre 

 

Methods, timing and amount of payments 
 Automatic payment and direct credit are the preferred method of 
payment.  Parents/caregivers will be provided with an invoice of the 
amount required and an expected start date for payments well before 
the child starts.     
 Invoices are issued weekly and payment is required weekly unless a 
specific arrangement has been made with the Administration Manager to 
make automatic payment fortnightly (must still be payment in advance).   
 
Missed payments 
 If a payment is missed, then the Administration Manager will contact 
the parent/caregiver within seven days (using a range of communication 
methods) to arrange for payments to 
resume. 
After three weeks of non-payment the 
child’s place will be suspended and after 
five weeks it will become unavailable.  
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20 Hours ECE – Optional Charges 
 The optional charge directly funds a number of very important items that are 
not required by government regulation and therefore not government funded 
under 20 hours ECE.  These are:  

 High Quality projects with children interest and environment projects (ie: Extra 
Teacher for Forest Trips). 

 The cost of the additional staff member preparing breakfast, am tea,  

lunch, pm tea, late snack. 

 Additional staff beyond the minimum regulated adult: child ratios (1-6/7 
instead of 1-10). 

 A higher proportion of ECE qualified and registered teachers than is funded for 
by the Ministry of Education (more than 80% registered teachers). 

 Special whānau events. 

 Sunscreen lotion / Summer Hats / Winter Hats / Wet weather clothing. 

 Specialist resource teachers. 

 Unlimited excursions within city limits at no extra costs unless these require an 
admittance fee (transport for excursions in the Kinderen van outside city limits 
may require an extra fee for petrol). 

 
 If a parent/caregiver agrees to pay for the optional charge, Kinderen Daycare 
Centres Ltd may enforce payment. 
 The agreement to pay the optional charge will apply for the period from which 
it is first signed and will last until the child leaves the centre.  

 
The rules about making changes to the agreement are:  

 Parents/caregivers or Kinderen Daycare Centres Ltd must give two weeks’ notice in 
writing of their desire to change this optional charges agreement 

 Kinderen will consider and respond to any request to change this agreement within one 
week. 

 One alternative to part of the optional charges may be for parents/caregivers to supply 
their child’s own meals, sunscreen and 
hats and to pay actual costs as they 
arise for participation in excursions 
and specialist resource teaching 
sessions and to take an active 
leadership role in fundraising activities. 

Parents/caregivers will be informed that the 
optional charge is not compulsory and if they 
choose not to pay there will be no penalty.    
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NOTES: 
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The Kinderen Difference 
 

Kinderen is a special place because… 
 
We are MORE (so much more) than a ‘daycare centre’. 
 
We believe that everything we do matters 
Really matters 
 Not just today… 
                  Not just while a child is at our centre… 
                Not just to the child… 
             But for the child's whole life 
    and to the child's whole family 
  And to the child's children 
SO: 
 We want the children to grow up understanding that people are more important 
than things—always. 
We want the children to develop curiosity and a love of learning that brings them 
delight and opens up a whole world of opportunities—every day—for their entire 
lives. 
We want the children to find the things that ignite their passion...that make them 
excited to start each new day. 
We want the children to develop resilience for when life does not go so well for 
them… and compassion for when life does not go so well for others. 
We want the children to be courageous and take risks… and to take responsibility 
for the consequences of their actions 
We want the children to know when to hold tightly to their beliefs, and when to 
embrace the beliefs of others. 
We want the children to inspire, and be inspired, by the people around them. 
 
And that is why we: 
Are a small family, not a big institution.  Take photos and share stories, want to 
know how your weekend went—how it really went, feed your children healthy food 
so that dinner can be a quick, easy meal after your busy day, stay up late getting 
new ideas and information, looking for answers to that difficult problem—and then 
share it with each other. 
Become your friends (sometimes your brutally honest, tough-love friends), cry 
when you leave, and love hearing how things are going for you years later (Please 
stay in touch), debate and disagree, respect and support. 
That’s why we are different. 
 
   Just saying.   Diane ☺ 
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Parent Testimony 
 

‘What Kinderen means to me and my family... 

 

 A while ago I read a beautiful piece of writing by Diane about Kinderen’s values 

and what really matters to children (The Kinderen Difference). I wanted to 

respond... 

 When I was young I had Jayden. He started Kinderen at 9 months old, nearly 

16 years ago now! Kinderen meant that I could go and study and my baby would be 

safe and cared for while I tried to better our lives and make something for my own. 

At the time I never realised the impact this would forever have on our lives and 

Kinderen played a massive part in moulding the beautiful, bright child that is now 

nearly a man! 

 Now I have 2 new babies ... I never hesitated for a second to call Kinderen 

when I had to return to work after having Felix, and low and behold, Shona answered 

the phone! Shona was on the other end of the phone when I called 16 years ago to 

book Jayden in! :) 

 When I came back with Felix, I nearly fell over when I saw Judy... all these 

years later and the same woman work here – Amazing! That in itself speaks volumes 

to me. The people at Kinderen are like their own family unit, it is obvious that they 

live their jobs, cherish the children and respect each other. Now that I’m a little 

older, perhaps even a little wiser, I know exactly what Kinderen means to me. 

 

 Returning to work I suffered (I’m sure) every mothers anxiety and guilt of 

‘abandoning my baby’, but I wasn’t. Not a day went by that Felix wasn’t adored, fed, 

watered, fresh-aired, clean-nappied, stimulated, read to, sang to, dirtied, un-dirtied, 

but most importantly HAPPY! 

 The woman at Kinderen have the patience of saints, I’ve never been ‘growled’ 

for not filling in Felix’s portfolio, or forgetting to sign in – or out, or forgetting his 

jacket, let alone their patience with the actual children! Nothing is ever a problem, 

you woman are amazing!  

 

 What I wanted to say is THANK YOU! Thank you for spending endless days 

with Felix, installing your beautiful, important Kinderen values of kindness, sharing 

and love for others. People really are what matters. 

 I am a little teary-eyed as Felix is about to move up to the Preschool, but he 

will be leaving a super happy, confident, friendly little boy :) 

 Luckily I have a deal for you... here comes Poppy! I know that every day that 

she spends at Kinderen will be a good day for her too!’ 

 

Claire Marie Tate 
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Contact details: 
 

Kinderen Early Childhood Education 
 

Administration enquiries  
Phone: (06) 758 2884     

66 Buller Street  
 

Email: kinderen@xtra.co.nz 
 

www.kinderen.co.nz 
 


